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1. Retainer – Employment Equity Service Breakdown 

 

Our professional Employment Equity services are flexible, cost effective and are driven by the business needs of our clients. Below is the outlined 

terms and conditions which both parties agree to on signing of the document.  

 

     Employment Equity Product 

Service Activities LabourNet Responsibility The Company Responsibility Basic Comp 

Risk Assessment 

LabourNet will conduct risk assessment/audit to 

identify potential risks and non-compliance to the 

Act with regards to Employment Equity. 

The Company will provide LabourNet with the necessary 

information and ensure all information is accurate and complete 

and will do so in a timely manner. 

x x 

Attendance 

LabourNet will always opt to have off-site(online) 

attendance first, should the matter or the company 

need on-site attendance, this will be covered by the 

company’s hours as indicated in the below section. 

LabourNet will provide onsite Attendance within 72 

hours provided it is for a single booking and the 

company is within a 50km radius of the nearest 

LabourNet region. Distance travelled will be billed at 

SARS rates per km travelled. 

Although attendance is included in the monthly retainer fees; 

failure by a Company to notify LabourNet of matters not 

proceeding on a specific date within 24hrs of such appointment, 

will result in the Company being invoiced at the hourly rate for 

time booked and for the travel time booked. Should the 

company opt for On-site attendance, the company must be 

aware that this will involve more hours being utilised from their 

annual service cover. The company will ensure there are no 

outstanding retainer fees or invoices and will be made aware 

should the attendance be out of their agreed service hours 

x x 

Legal 
Appointments 

LabourNet will assist the Company in appointing the 

S24 Manager and Committee members by 

providing the Company with guidance and provide 

the Company with the correct appointment letters. 

LabourNet will explain duties, roles, and 

responsibilities.  

The Company will appoint a S24 Manager and Committee 

members and recognise and acknowledge the duties and 

responsibilities. The Company will co-sign the appointment 

letter. The Company will keep record of this activity. 

x x 

Occupational 
Level Grading 

LabourNet will assist the Client in categorising all of 

the client's staff members, per Job Title, in 

accordance to statutory requirements pertaining to 

the Employment Equity Act and other applicable 

regulations. 

The client will provide LabourNet with the relevant information, 

in the format requested by LabourNet, on an agreed upon date, 

and inform LabourNet of substantial changes made as and 

when applicable. The client will keep record of this activity being 

concluded and will keep hard copies of evidence on file. 

x x 

Employment 
Equity Analysis 

LabourNet will assist the Client in conducting of an 

analysis as prescribed by the EEA and generate the 

consolidated EEA12 documents in line with same. 

The client will provide LabourNet with the relevant information, 

in the format requested by LabourNet, on an agreed upon date. 

The client will keep record of this activity. 

x x 

 

Employment 

Equity Plan 

Development / 

Review 

LabourNet will assist the client in the review 

generation of a Employment Equity Plan after 

consideration of their Numerical Analysis and 

present to the EE Committee in one of the 4 annual 

online Committee meetings. 

The client will provide LabourNet with the relevant information. 

The EE Manager will review and revise the EE Plan as 

necessary and advise LabourNet of substantial changes that 

could affect the duration, validity of contents of the EE Plan. The 

EE Manager, in coalition with the client, assumes responsibility 

for implementation of matters pertaining to the Employment 

Equity Plan. The client will keep record of this activity. 

x x 

Employment 

Equity Reports 

(EEA2/EEA4) 

LabourNet will assist the client in compilation of the 

EEA2 and EEA4 reports in line with statutory 

requirements and send the compiled draft report to 

the EE manager, for review and authorisation, prior 

to the possible amendments and submission of said 

reports. 

The client will provide LabourNet with the relevant information, 

in the format requested by LabourNet, on an agreed upon date. 

The EE Manager, in coalition with the Client's management, will 

confirm that the EE Reports can be submitted after perusing the 

draft documentation. The client will keep record of this activity. 

x x 

Staff Training 

LabourNet will provide the Company with monthly 

online training on a schedule determined by 

LabourNet, at no additional cost. LabourNet will 

also provide training on any updated legislation as 

and when necessary. 

The Company will ensure that their relevant role-players attend 

the training as determined by LabourNet’s training schedule. 
x x 

4 Quarterly 
Committee 

Consultations 

LabourNet will obtain relevant information required 

to conduct consultative meetings prior to the date of 

the meeting from the client. LabourNet will plan, 

chair and facilitate an online consultative meeting 

with the committee on a predetermined agenda in 

line with the EEA. 

The client will provide LabourNet with the relevant information, 

in the format requested by LabourNet, on an agreed upon date. 

The client will instruct the secretary to take minutes. The client 

will keep record of this activity being concluded. 

x x 

On-going support 
and advice  

LabourNet will respond to queries or questions 

regarding EE and implementation within 8 working 

hours. 

The Company will provide LabourNet with the relevant 

information when asking for advice and provide the relevant 

detail to allow LabourNet to respond to the query as accurately 

as possible. 

x x 

Communication 
on any 

amendments to 
legislation 

LabourNet will ensure that any important updates to 

legislation are communicated to the company in a 

timely manner. 

The Company will ensure all relevant details in clause 6 are 

correct to ensure they receive the correct communication. The 

company will ensure that the labournet.com domain is 

whitelisted in their email servers to ensure that important 

updates do not get sent to Spam folders. 

x x 

Annual review of 
implementation 

and new risk 
identification 

LabourNet will conduct an annual risk 

assessment/audit to identify potential risks and non-

compliance to the EEA. 

The Company will provide LabourNet with the necessary 

information and ensure all information is accurate and complete 

and will do so in a timely manner. 

x x 

LMS System 

LabourNet will provide its Learner Management 

System to any of the company’s staff at no 

additional cost. The courses they have access to is 

based on the product(s) they have with LabourNet 

The Company will ensure all the required staff details are sent 

to LabourNet to ensure these staff are enrolled on the system. 
x x 

Online Library 

LabourNet will provide an online library of templates 

and information regarding any legislation that the 

company will have access to 24/7. 

The company will ensure they utilize this service in the need of 

immediate templates or information. 
x x 

Software 

LabourNet consults off our Software Platform and 

will utilize this platform. The Platform includes a 

payroll system with an Employee Self-service 

module at no extra cost. Should the company opt to 

The Company needs to ensure that they provide LabourNet with 

all the relevant information to accurately consult off this platform. 

It is up to the Company to utilize the payroll system with the 

x x 

http://www.labournet.com/
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only use the software, normal software costs will 

apply. 

assistance of PSIber academy and Payroll helpdesk for 

implementation. 

Helpdesk 

As part of the agreement, LabourNet will provide 

the Company with Access to our Payroll Helpdesk 

to assist with Payroll and System related queries. 

The Company should make use of the Payroll Helpdesk for any 

payroll related queries should they not have a Payroll consulting 

agreement with LabourNet. The Company will provide 

LabourNet with the necessary information and ensure all 

information is accurate and complete and will do so in a timely 

manner. 

x x 

Committee 
Training 

LabourNet will facilitate an annual online training 

session for the client's respective EE Committee in 

order to enable them to fulfil their function. 

LabourNet will identify other key stakeholders that 

may need to attend this training as necessary- e.g., 

Recruitment Officer, Head of HR, etc. 

The client and LabourNet will reach agreement on the 

stakeholders to be present. The client will ensure that the 

relevant stakeholders attend the training session. The client will 

keep record of this activity being concluded. 

 x 

Staff Awareness 

LabourNet will facilitate online awareness 

workshops for groups of staff to communicate 

service activities, intention of the product, and to 

make staff aware of applicable initiatives and 

interventions. 

The Client and Consultant will agree on a reasonable amount of 

sessions prior to execution of said sessions, will ensure that 

staff and EE Manager attend the sessions as agreed upon. The 

client will keep record of this activity being concluded. 

 x 

Constitution 

LabourNet will develop and suggest a formal 

Committee Constitution to the Committee, will 

facilitate adoption of said Constitution with the 

Committee, and ensure that signed constitution is 

given to HR Department. 

The Client will ensure that Top Management, All Committee 

Members and relevant shop stewards peruse and sign the 

Committee Constitution and agree to act in accordance with 

said Constitution. The client will keep record of this activity being 

concluded. 

 x 

DOL Audit 
Assistance 

LabourNet will be present at the client's dedicated 

place of employment, in the event of a DOL Audit, 

should this audit be reasonably associated to 

current services rendered to the Client by 

LabourNet, and advise in the Client's best interests. 

The Client will provide a suitable venue and facilities for this to 

occur. The client will provide LabourNet with the relevant 

information, in the format requested by LabourNet, on an 

agreed upon date. The client assumes responsibility for 

implementation of any actions required during, or as a result of, 

said audit. The client will keep record of this activity being 

concluded. 

 x 

Compliance 
Posters 

LabourNet will provide the client with all regulatory 

posters applicable to Employment Equity 

Compliance. 

The client will ensure that the posters are placed in their office / 

working space as per LabourNet’s guidance. 
x x 

 

*The End* 
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